17-24.08.2015
Murzasichle - Poland

PRESENTS
Project "Cultural Beat - Voices without borders" is an international youth exchange,
that will take place in Murzasichle between 17-24 of August 2015. Its main goal will be to
promote music and culture among the youth and local communities. Youth participating in the
project comes from three neighbouring countries: Poland, Lithuania and Czech Republic together in the number of 39. The project will aim to foster exchange of experiences dealing
with the way people perceive the music and singing in the context of human development and
the way music affects various aspects of life such as : tolerance, dialogue, cooperation and
acceptance of diversity. The project will also promote musical education and integration
between countries. Activities planned during the project will be done using means of non-formal
education while simultaneously frequently resorting to the main theme of the project, which is
music and singing. Project activities will be characterized by high degree of interactivity. We
have planned group activities, music workshops, intercultural evenings, games, and workshops
with attendees from the local community. We are certain, that in the long run our project will
contribute to the increase of motivation among the youth to engage in the field of music,
increase of tolerance and motivation to work with people from other cultures. The final product
of our project will be a video-clip "Sounds Steps" - promoting culture, music, tolerance and
international cooperation of youth.
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IMPORTANT DETAILS

Youth Exchange ‘Young Voters’

YOUTH EXCHANGE: 17 – 24.08.2015 Murzasichle, Poland
APV: 25-26.07.2015 – Murzasichle, Poland

LITHUANIA - CZECH REPUBLIC - POLAND

- Partcipants age between 18-25 years old
- 13 person per each group (including group leader)
- Please try to keep gender balance

- Card of European Health Insurance
- Comfortable shoes and clothes – for trip to the mountains / outdoor activities
- Towels but is someone forget it you can receive it in hotel

Michał Mróz
email: biuro.simka@gmail.com
mobile: +48 606 392 153
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Murzasichle is a lovely
village in Southern
Poland. It lies
approximetly 7 km from
Zakopane and 84 from
Kraków.
Zakopane is ‘Poland’s
Winter Capital’ – called
by fans of the withe
stuff. Also is the heart
of Tatras Mountains.
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TRAVEL

REIMBURSEMENT
- Project is financed by European Commission. 100% food and accommodation costs will be
covered, as well as daily programme and working materials.
- Regarding travel costs, we cover up to … (please check below) of money you spend on your
trip from your country to place of exchange in Murzasichle. Please choose economy class
tickets and organize your trip in the possible cheapest way!
- You have to be in Poland 17-24 of August. Any proposals of making they staying shorter or longer
should be consulted with organizers.
- Reimbursemnts of travel costs will only be done upon full attendance in the YE activity and
presentation of the orginal tickets with boarding passes and receipt/invoices.
- Each country has a limit of maximum sum we can cover for each participant. Pease read the
inforamtion below:
TRAVEL

Maximum reimbursment per participant

Lithuania

170 EUR

Czech Republic

80 EUR

.

We will help you to organize your trip so before buying any tickets,
please consult with us the best route.
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